
Again, another very wet month of March keeping the lower river a little too high to fish comfortably. 
Surely the weather in April will be better behaved and we can then all enjoy some decent fishing.  

Some pro's and con's of fishing lower river beats -  

During periods of very low rainfall in the spring and summer, the lower part of the river really comes 
into it's own and fishes quite well as it maintains a decent flow, it holds fish in the pools as they are 
reluctant to travel upstream. The middle and upper part of the Eden struggles, the water level drops 
and warms rapidly and fish will just not travel upstream in those conditions. Many salmon and trout 
actually migrate back downstream from the upper parts of the Eden in times of drought. Fishing into 
the evening at these times can be very rewarding.   

If we have high water during the summer and spring, the fish just go straight through the lower 
beats without stopping, the sea trout fishing at night does not happen, the brown trout fishing is 
difficult and you wished you never bought a ticket on the lower river! What's the answer? Hedge 
your bets with another beat upstream, or gamble on climate change getting warmer and keep your 
lower river ticket as everyone else will want one soon!  

There have been some decent salmon in the high teens of pounds and one over twenty that have 
been entering the river and caught further upstream which is good to see. I think when the water 
levels drop and there is stable weather conditions we should see much improvement on last year’s 
results.  

Big tides from the 7th to the 13th April so be careful of the times of high water.  

Peter and I spent the day at Beaumont last week repairing some of the flood damage over the 
winter period. The bench is now reinstated on the Willow Bed and also the ladder down to the water 
along with fence and style repair. Although the river was running at two feet, there has been some 
gravel movement and one big log has moved more parallel to the bank. This seems to have created a 
more laminar run and it looks like the Willow Bed can now be fished and the best of the pool 
covered from the bank without the need to wade. We have taken a small tree out half way down to 
allow that, this pool is exceptionally good in low water for both trout and salmon and has the perfect 
flow.  
We are still waiting for the Cherrim lane to lose some water before we can work on it, it can be 
accessed okay if you keep to the right and take it steady.  

   The last two days have been dry and the river level steadily dropping -  

   https://check-for-flooding.service.gov.uk/station/5127 

   Please find the tide table for April attached, add two hours and twenty minutes for high tide time.   

  The Arter rotation- lower beat on odd days and upper on even days.  
  The Harrison rotation- upper beat on odd days and lower on even days.  

  The sand martins return this month, large dark olive, grannom and later olive uprights the flies to 
replicate,                as the water warms the surface activity should begin.   

   All the very best of luck for April from Peter and myself!    
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